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Designer, retailer and art aficionado: Sandra Morgan recognizes that good
design should reference what has gone before. Imbued with the principles of
clean lines and quiet charisma, Morgan's designs reveal a simple elegance,
paying tribute to the Swedish Gustavian period of the late 18th century/early
19th century. ''I'm influenced by my love for the uncomplicated grandeur of the
Swedish Gustavian style. The soft gray/ivory color palette, faux-painted
finishes, blue/white porcelains, bleached floors and straightforward
architectural lines marry well with all furniture styles,'' Morgan says. Situated
in Greenwich and Vero Beach, Florida, Sandra Morgan Interiors has been
invited to enhance and conjure the character of many diverse spaces, including
the dining room of the historic Governor's Residence in Hartford. Utilizing her
keen eye for color, Morgan introduced a sunny yellow hue to the dining room
walls, providing a fresh contrast to the antique furnishings. Morgan's innate
sense of style coupled with a passion for fine art has earned her numerous
awards and a position as one of the most sought-after designers in Connecticut
and New York. In 2008, her boutique retail shop SM HOME won an ASID
award for Excellence in Retail Design. The shop, an amalgam of original works
of art, Swedish antiques, decorative accessories and one-of-a-kind furnishings,
gives the illusion of a cottage in the Swedish countryside. And much like her design aesthetic, SM HOME
emanates an urbane, traditional style with touches of modernism throughout.

Swedish-style painted furniture and comfortable seating provide a soothing retreat
in this Master Bedroom suite on the Connecticut shore.

This serene study acts as a sanctuary for a parent of This striking living room in a Florida vacation home is
four
fresh, relaxed and informal with clean, modern lines.
children. The walls, upholstered with toile fabric, create
a quiet mood
and add to the cocoon-like ambiance in a Greenwich
residence.

A bold painting of a giant pear by Gustavo Castillo whets
the appetite in the dining area of a sunny kitchen on John's Island in
Vero Beach, Florida.

